
IN THE MATTER OF : 

MICHAEL KRONGEL, 

and 

DANIELLE KRONGEL, 

Respondents . 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Case No: L10- 3-1118 

I 

ASSURANCE OF VOLUNTARY COMPLIANCE 

A. INTRODUCTION 

1. WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 501 , 

Part II, Florida Statutes, the OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

(hereinafter " OAG") , caused an inquir~' to be made into the 

business practices pertaining to the online advertising network 

of IMM Interactive, formerly known as Intermark Communications, 

also d/b/a Copeac (hereinafter "Copeac") , a New York 

Corporation, wi th a principal business address of 311 Crossways 

Park Drive, Woodbury, New York 11797. 

2. WHEREAS, the OAG investigated online advertising 

business conduc ted by Copeac. 
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3 . WHEREAS, Michael Krongel and Danielle Krongel 

(hereinafter "Respondentsu) were officers of Copeac . 

4. WHEREAS, Respondents deny any wrongdoing or violation 

of law, but desire to resolve this investigation in order to 

avoid the expense and inconvenience of litigation . 

5. THEREFORE, without any admission that Respondents have 

violated the law and for the purpose of resolution of this 

matter only, the Attorney General, by and through the 

undersigned, does in this matter accept this Assurance of 

Voluntary Compliance ( "AVC") in termination of this 

investigation with prejudice, pursuant to Section 501.207 (6), 

Florida Statutes , and by virtue of the authority vested in the 

OAG by said statute and without any finding of wrongdoing on the 

part of Respondents or their affiliates. The OAG and 

Respondents (hereinafter "the Partiesu) hereby agree and 

stipulate to the following: 

B. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. IT IS AGREED by the Parties that Respondents were 

officers for Copeac, an online Advertising Network. 

2 . IT IS FURTHER AGREED by the parties that the State of 

Florida has jurisdiction over Respondents solely for the purpose 

of entering into this AVC and in any enforcement or 

investigative actions arising out of this AVC. 
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3. IT IS FURTHER AGREED by the parties that venue for any 

matter relating to or arising out of this AVC shall lie solely 

in Leon County, Florida. 

1. "Advertising" 

C . DEFINITIONS 

(including " advertisement" and 

" advertise") includes any message created, published and/or 

facilitated by or under the control of Respondents directly to 

the general pub lic or any segment thereof that promotes or is 

likely to promote directly Internet marketing products and/ or 

services and includes messages created by Respondents' 

Affiliates that direct consumers to advertisers. 

2 . "Advertising Network" (or " Ad Network") is a p erson or 

entity that connects advertisers to websites that want to host 

advertisements , 

website . 

and then serves the advertisement to the 

3. "Adve rtorial " includes any onli ne advertisement that 

is developed to appear to be, but is in fact not, an independent 

newsletter , 

publication. 

blog, update, feature or consumer- oriented 

4. "Affiliate" means any person, including third-party 

marketers , who participates in an Affiliate Program. "Affiliate 

does not include social media, "group deal," or auction websites 

open to the public and with published " Terms of Use " binding 

upon all users. 
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5. "Affiliate Program(s)n means 

a. Any arrangement under which any marketer or 

seller of a product or service pays, offers to pay, or 

provides or offers to provide any form of consideration to 

Respondents , either directly or through an Affiliate, to: 

(1) Provide the marketer or seller with , or 

refer to the marketer or seller, potential or actual 

customers; or 

(2) Otherwise market, advertise, or offer for 

sale the product or service on behalf of the marketer 

or seller; or 

b . Any arrangement under which Respondents pay , 

offer to pay, or provide or offer to provide any form of 

consideration to any third party, 

through an Affiliate, to 

either directly or 

6. 

(1) Provide Respondents with, or refer 

Respondents potential or actual customers ; or 

(2) Otherwise market, advertise or offer for 

sale any product or service on behalf of Respondents. 

"Clear and conspicuous" or "clearly and 

conspicuously" describes a statement, representation, claim or 

term being conveyed that is readily noticeable and reasonably 

understandable by the persons to whom it is directed. When 

evaluating an advertisement, the following, without limitation, 
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shall be considered in determining whether a statement, 

representation, claim or term, is clearly and conspicuously 

disclosed: 

a . Whether it is of sufficient prominence in terms 

of size , placement, color, contrast, duration of 

appearance , sound and speed, as to be readily noticeable 

and reasonably understandable by a person to whom it is 

directed ; 

b . Whether it is presented to the person(s) to whom 

it is directed in a coherent and meaningful sequence with 

respect to other representations , statements, claims , or 

terms conveyed; 

c. Whether it is contradictory to any 

representations , statements, claims , or terms it purports 

to clarify, modify, or explain, or otherwise contradictory 

or confusing in relation to any other representations, 

statement , claim, or term being conveyed; 

d. Whether abbreviations are being used and if so 

whether they are commonly understood by consumers acting 

reasonably under the circumstances ; 

e. Whether the language and terms used are free of 

technical or legal jargon and are commonly understood by 

consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances; 
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f. Whether in print or electronic media or orally 

represented, it is in close proximity to the 

representations, statements, claims or terms it clarifies, 

modifies, explains, or to which it otherwise relates; 

g. Whether it is presented in a place where 

consumers cannot miss seeing it; 

h. Whether it is presented in such a way as to be 

free from distractions, including but not limited to sound, 

graphics, or text , that compete for the attention of the 

consumer; and 

i. Whether the viewer is encouraged to scroll down 

within the frame of the page or within a scroll box in 

order to read such a disclosure. 

7. "Consumer" is a consumer who is a resident of the 

state of Florida . 

8. "Endorsement" means any advertising message (including 

verbal statements, demonstrations, or depictions of the name, 

signature, likeness, or other identifying personal 

characteristics of an individual or the name or seal of an 

organization) that consumers are likely to believe reflects the 

opinions, beliefs, findings, or experience of a party other than 

the sponsoring advertiser. 
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9. " Fake News Site" includes any online advertisement 

that appears to be, but is not in fact , a news report, 

commentary, blog, or article. 

10. "Landing Page" means any web page that appears in 

response to clicking on a search engine optimized search result 

or an online advertisement link, and displays copy that is an 

extension of the advertisement, search result or ad link. 

11. "Person" means a natural person, an organization or 

other legal e ntity, including a corporation, partnership , sole 

proprietorship, limited liability company, association, 

cooperative, or any other group or combination acting as an 

entity . 

D . AGREEMENT OF COMPLIANCE 

1. IT IS AGREED by the parties that this AVC applies to 

and binds Respondents . 

2. IT IS FURTHER AGREED by the parties that Respondents, 

as officers to any Advertising Network, business or entity that 

engages in advertising , shall exercise reasonable care and 

undertake reasonable investigation to ensure they will not 

disseminate, nor cause to be disseminated, any untrue or 

misleading advertisement in the context of advertising of 

products or services. 
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4. IT IS FURTHER AGREED by the par ties that Re s pondents , 

as officers of any Adverti s ing Network, business or e n tity that 

engages in advertising, in the course of serving advertisements 

s hall ensure : 

a. That on any Advertorial or Fake News Site 

advertisement the term "ADVERTI SEMENT" or "ADVERTORIAL" 

appears clearly and conspicuously at the top center in a 

manner unblocked by pop- up notices , in a h i gh contrast 

color and at a font s ize within 1 0% of the lar gest font 

size used on the page. 

b . That on any Advertorial or Fake News Site 

advertisemen t the phrase " THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT AND NOT 

AN ACTUAL INDEPENDENT FEATURE OR PRODUCT REVIEW, 

PERIODICAL , EDITORIAL , BLOG , NEWSLETTER, OR CONSUMER 

PROTECTION UPDATE" appears clearly and conspicuously at the 

beginning of any d i sclosures at the bottom of the 

advertisement (or, in the absence of any disclosures, at 

the bottom of the advertisement alone ) . This phrase shall 

be in capital letters , t h e font si ze no less t h a n 10% of 

the larges t font sized used on the page . 

c. That on any Advertorial or Fake News Site 

advertisement no terms appear in the URL such as "blog," 

" channel ," " daily," " report , "weekly," " monthly," "news," 

"consumer" , numerals , o r other terms collectively used in a 
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manner that is typically associated with news , features, 

reports , newsletters, blogs, or articles; 

d . That on any Advertorial or Fake News Site 

advertisement formats do not bear the appearance or page 

titles typically associated with news reports , newsletters, 

blogs, or articles, or consumer-oriented investigations or 

reviews ; 

e. Any reference to location of the individuals 

referenced in any advertisement is not determined by 

manipulation of programming code or use of any gee- location 

information provided by a consumer ' s IP address or similar 

process; 

f . That on any Advertorial or Fake News Site 

advertisement the advertisement does not contain 

unsupported content suggesting actual objective and 

independent news reporters, bloggers, or newsletter editors 

have conducted interviews with indi victuals referenced in 

the advertisement , reports, surveys, or tests of any 

product, service, or program, featured in any website or 

other publication; 

g . That the advertisement does not contain any 

photographs or any individual(s) referenced in the 

advertisement unless such person (s) are , in fact, actual 

users of the product and have consented, in writing, to 
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have their photograph(s) published. Consent notifications 

will be kept on file by Respondents, the Ad Network , or 

business responsible for service of the advertisement, and 

will include all contact information including name, 

address , city, state, zip code , email address , and 

telephone number(s), including area code; 

h . That the advertisement does not contain before & 

after photographs suggesting specific results from users of 

the product unless such person(s) are, in fact, actual 

users of the product and have consented, in writing, to 

have their photograph (s) published. Consent notifications 

will be kept on file by Respondents, the Ad Network, or 

business responsible for service of the advertisement, and 

will include all contact information including name, 

address , city, state , zip code , email address, and 

telephone number(s), including area code; 

i. That the advertisement does not contain 

unsupported comments by individuals referenced in the 

advertisement, or persons depicted in photographs who have 

used the goods or services being advertised; 

j . That the advertisement does not contain 

photographs of reporters, anchors , broadcast network, 

station or cable network logos, or slogans typically 
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associated with news reports, blogs , articles , or news 

outlets; 

k. That the advertisement does not contain news 

feeds, stock market tickers, weather reports, or other such 

content suggesting it is an actual news website; 

l. That the advertisement does not contain any 

comments or testimonials suggesting that such comments 

express the views of actual, independent consumers unless 

they are, in fact made by actual, independent consumers and 

can be verified; 

m. That the date and time of comments or 

testimonials posted on advertisements are true and 

accurate, and are not manipulated by programming code based 

on the date a user views the advertisement; 

n . That the advertisement does not contain 

representations made by experts and/or celebrities that 

appear to endorse the advertised product when in fact the 

representations made do not endorse the product advertised, 

and the experts and/ o r celebrities have no affiliation or 

association with the advertiser, the Ad Network, or the 

product being advertised; 

o. That the advertisement does not contain the 

intellectual property of any entity e.g. trademarked 
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images of news companies such as Fox News, CNN or MSNBC -

without the express permission of the entity; 

p. That the advertisement does not contain 

misleading subject tabs near or at the top of the page 

purporting to redirect the consumer to various subtopics 

within the website such as "Health," "Fitness , " "Style," 

and others when, in fact, all direct the consumer to an 

order page for the advertised product or service; 

q. That the advertisement does not misrepresent any 

statements concerning free trial offers, limited supplies, 

limited time periods to purchase or receive discounted 

shipping that are arbitrary, and manipulated by programming 

code based on the date and time a user visits the website; 

r . That the Ad Network will not fail to disclose, or 

assist others in failing to disclose, clearly and 

conspicuously: 

(1) Any material connection, when one exists, 

between any user or endorser of any product, service, 

or program and Respondents , the Ad Network or any 

other person manufacturing , advertising, labeling, 

promoting , offering for sale , selling or distributing 

such product, service, or program; and 

(2 ) If applicable , the consumer will be subject 

to recurring charges for additional shipments of goods 
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or services unless and until the consumer takes 

specific steps to cancel the additional shipments; 

s . That Respondents, the Ad Network, or business 

responsible for serving the advertisement will not fail to , 

in connection with the advertising , promotion, marketing, 

offering for sale , sale, or provision of any goods or 

services through an Affiliate Program: 

(1) Require each Affiliate used in any Affiliate 

Program to provide to the Ad Network the following 

identifying information: 

i. In the case of a natural person, the 

Affiliate's first and last name , physical 

address, country, telephone number, email 

address, and complete bank account information as 

to where payments are to be made to that person; 

ii. In the case of a business entity that 

is a direct Affiliate with the Ad Network or the 

business responsible for serving the 

advertisement, the Affiliate's name and any and 

all names under which it does business, state of 

incorporation, registered agent, and the first 

and last name, physical address , country, 

telephone number, and email address for at least 

one natural person who owns, manages, or controls 
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the Affiliate, and the complete bank account 

information as to where payments are to be made 

to the Affiliate; 

t. That as a condition of doing business with any 

Affiliate : 

(1) Provide each such Affiliate a copy of this 

AVC; 

(2) Obtain from each such Affiliate a signed and 

dated statement acknowledging receipt of this AVC and 

expressly agreeing to comply with all terms of this 

AVC; and 

(3 ) Clearly and conspicuously disclose in 

writing that engaging in acts or practices prohibited 

by this AVC will result in immediate termination of 

any Affiliate and forfeiture of all monies owed to 

such Affiliate; 

u . Require that each Affiliate, prior to the public 

use or dissemination to consumers of any marketing 

materials, including , but not limited to , websites , emails, 

and pop- ups used by any Affiliate to advertise , promote, 

market, offer for sale, or sell any goods or services 

through any Ad Network, provide the Respondents, the Ad 

Network , or business responsible for 

advertisement with the following information: 
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( 1) Copies of marketing materials to be used by 

the Affiliate, including text, graphics, video, audio, 

and photographs; 

(2) Each location the Affiliate maintains, or 

directly or indirectly controls, where the marketing 

materials will appear, 

website; and 

(3) For hyper links 

including the URL of any 

contained within the 

marketing materials each location, including landing 

pages, to which a consumer will be transferred by 

clicking on the hyperlink , including the URL of any 

website . 

v. That Respondents, the Ad Network, or business 

responsible for serving the advertisement shall require 

each Affiliate to maintain and provide to the Ad Network 

upon request records of the dates when the marketing 

materials are publically used or disseminated to consumers; 

w. That Respondents, the Ad Network, or business 

responsible for serving the advertisement shall promptly 

review the marketing materials specified in Section D. 4. u 

above as necessary to ensure compliance with this AVC. The 

Ad Network shall also promptly take steps as necessary to 

ensure that the marketing materials provided to the Ad 

Network under D.4.u above are the marketing materials 
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publically used or disseminated to consumers by the 

Affiliate. If Respondents , the Ad Network, or business 

responsible for serving the advertisement determines that 

use of any marketing materials does not comply with this 

AVC, the Ad Network shall inform t he Affiliate in writing 

that approval to use such marketing materials is denied and 

shall not pay any amounts to the Affiliate for such 

marketing, including payments for leads, "clic k- throughs ," 

or sales resulting there from; 

x. That Respondents , the Ad Network, or business 

responsible for serving the advertisement promptly 

investigates a ny complaints that the Ad Network receives 

through any source to determine whether any Affiliate or 

Affiliate Network is engaging in acts or practices 

prohibited by this AVC, either directly or through any 

Affiliate that is part of any Ad Network Affiliate Program; 

y. That Respondents, the Ad Network, or other 

business shall take all such reasonable steps necessary to 

enforce compliance with these terms by any Affiliate. Upon 

determining that any Affiliate has engaged in, or is 

engaging in, acts or practices prohibited by this AVC, 

either directly or through any Affiliate that is part of 

any Ad Network Affiliate Program; immediately: 
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(1) Disable any connection between the Ad 

Network program and the marketing materials used by 

the Affiliate to engage in such acts or practices 

prohibited by this AVC ; 

(2 ) Halt payments to the Affiliate resulting 

from such acts or practices prohibited by this AVC; 

and 

(3) Terminate the Affiliate . 

E. PAYMENT BY COPEAC AND ITS PRINCIPAL 

1 . Respondents agrees to pay the sum of $50,000 to the 

OAG, provided, however, that the payments shall be suspended if 

the obligations of Section D are sat isfied . Should the 

obligations of Section D be violated, such payments shall be 

made payable within 120 (one hundred twenty) days from date of 

any such violation to the Department of Legal Affairs Revolving 

Trust Fund for expended attorney ' s fees and costs and other 

costs and expenses, including but not limited to non-attorney 

employee costs , management fees , administrative expenses and 

overhead associated with the matters r e solved herein and to 

cover the OAG for the costs of future compliance with this AVC , 

and shall be delivered to Richard P. Lawson, Division Director, 

Office of the Attorney General, Department of Legal Affairs, PL-
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01, The Capitol, Tallahassee, Florida 32399- 1050, pursuant to 

Section 501 . 207(6), Florida Statutes (2008) . 

F . NO ADMISSION OF LIABILITY OR WAIVER OF DEFENSES 

IT IS FURTHER AGREED by the parties that this AVC is not 

and shall not in any e vent be construed, deemed to be , and/or 

used as: 

1. An admission or evidence of the validity of any claim 

that the OAG has or could assert against Respondents or an 

admission of any alleged wrongdoing or liability by Respondents; 

2. An admission or evidence of any fault of omission by 

Respondents in any civil, criminal, or administrative proceeding 

in any court , administrative agency or other t ribunal , other 

than such proceedings as may be necessary to consummate or 

enforce this AVC. Moreover , by entering into this AVC and 

agreeing to the terms and conditions provided herein, 

Respondents do not intend to waiv e and do not waive any defenses 

they may have in any other action or proceeding that has been or 

may be brought against them arising from operation of its online 

advertising network ; 

3. A finding by any court or agency, including the OAG, 

that Respondents have engaged in any act or practice declared 

unlawful by any laws , rules or regulations of the State of 

Florida . 

G. APPLICATION, EFFECT AND OTHER TERMS 
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IT IS FURTHER AGREED by the parties that: 

1 . This AVC shall become effective upon its acceptance by 

the Attorney General, by and through Richard P. Lawson, 

Assistant Attorney General , who may refuse to accept it at his 

discretion; 

2 . Respondents will implement the terms of this AVC 

immediately upon acceptance by the Attorney General; 

3. No waiver, modification or amendment of the terms of 

this AVC shall be valid or binding unless made in writing , 

signed by the parties and then only to the extent set forth in 

such written waiver, modification, or amendment; 

4. This AVC shall be governed by, construed and enforced 

exclusively in accordance with and subject to the laws of the 

State of Florida, including, but not limited to, its choice of 

law principles; 

5 . No waiver of any term, provision, or condition of this 

AVC, whether by conduct or otherwise, in any one or more 

instances, shall be deemed to be, or shall constitute, a waiver 

of any other provision hereof, whether or not similar, nor shall 

such waiver constitute a continuing waiver, and no waiver shall 

be binding unless executed in writing by the party making the 

waiver; 

6. If any clause, provision, or section of the AVC shall, 

for any reason, be held illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, such 
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illegality, invalidity, or unenforceability shall not affect any 

other clause, provision, or section of this AVC, and this AVC 

shall be construed and enforced as if such illegal, invalid, or 

unenforceable clause, section, or other provision had not been 

contained herein; 

7. Violations of this AVC shall subject Respondents to 

civil penal ties and sanctions provided by law , and payment of 

attorney ' s fees and costs incurred in enforcing the provisions 

of this AVC; 

8. This AVC shall become effective upon its execution by 

all parties; 

9. This AVC constitutes the entire agreement and 

understanding between the parties relating to the subject matter 

contained herein . This AVC may not be altered, amended , or 

modified in any respect or particular whatsoever except by a 

writing duly executed by each of the parties hereto; 

10. The OAG, on behalf of the State of Florida, hereby 

releases, acquits, and forever discharges Respondents from any 

and all actions, causes of action, obligations , liabilities, 

claims or demand for damages, civil penalties, claims for 

relief , or demand whatsoever in law or in equity , civil or 

administrative , which were asserted or maintained, could have 

been asserted or maintained, or which could in the future be 

asserted or maintained against them in any civil , enforcement 
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action or administra t ive action , or proceeding , based upon, 

arising out of, related to , or connected with , directly or 

indirectly , the subject of the OAG's investigation and the 

alleged wrongful conduct described above. It is agreed that the 

OAG shall no t reopen this matter except to the extent it 

investigates an alleged breach of this AVC; and 

11 . The terms of this AVC shall not in any way limit any 

other action , relief , or sanction available to the Department of 

Legal Affairs for any act which , independent of this AVC , would 

const i tute a violation of the laws of Florida, and for which 

this AVC does not act as a release . 

H. EXECUTION 

BY MY SIGNATURE I hereby affirm and bind myself to this 

Agreement. 

~--
Michael Krongel 

COUNTY OF 

Danielle Krongel 

COUNTY OF ..!...N.!J.A..!..:::0=t4~lJ~---
BEFORE ME, an officer 

acknowledgments in the State of 
appearedN~J tOc.y•,J/e 'tor.-.y . .>J as 

-;JfYMTtvleladrv-e and acknowledged 
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duly authorized 

~y 
to take 

personally 
of 

before me that he executed 



t he foreJoing instrument fo r 
t his J7 day of :SANv~ 
Sworn to and subscrib~d 

the pur poses therein s tated, on 

1 201¥ • 

~)IJ~ t 201~. 
before me this J. 7:1:1-- day of 

___ I,W~,~~~~~·~h~··4·,t-' ~fi1~o=v?o~~~~~ ~t~J _· _________ (print name 
~~~~~JM~MW~ 

NOTARY PUBLIC 

(Print , type or s7am / commis s ioned name of Notary 

Personally known or Produced identification 

Type of Identi f ication Produced : 

day of 

William g~rmistead 
Assistant Attorney General 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
The Capitol , PL- 01 
Tallahassee , Florida 32399- 1050 
(850 ) 41 4-3805 

F9lhard II':" i.~son 
~ssistant Attorney General 

State of Florida 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
The Capitol, PL-01 
Ta llahassee , Florida 32399- 1050 
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SndA.'iVl~ 
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